
BuildStream report: November 2018 
Metrics exploration 

This report is an initial attempt to define which metrics are relevant to define, measure, plot an analyze 
on regular basis within Codethink. 
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Goal 
These four quotes summarises my intentions with this effort: 

 

The price of light is less than the cost of darkness.- Arthur C. Nielsen. 

 

I never guess. It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data. Insensibly one begins to twist facts 

to suit theories, instead of theories to suit facts.- Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Author of Sherlock Holmes 

stories 

 

Errors using data are much less than those using no data at all .- Charles Babbage 

 

The goal is to turn data into information, and information into insight. Carly Fiorina. 

 
This article summarises why it is important to have telemetry in Open Source projects. The article comes                 

from a service provider in this matter, but the arguments are solid.  

 

Before thinking about defining metrics that provide answers, it is desired to have some certainty that we                 

are asking the right questions. This is what this effort is all about: finding the right questions, so the right                    

metrics and indicators that provides us answers.  

 

This document describes the key actions carried on to collect and process the data, the tables and                 

graphs used in the analysis, the key points analysed, the overall conclusions based on the goals and                 

some recommendations for the future. 

 

To provide focus, a goel is needed, in this case in the form of a question that is: 

● Simple enough so it is widely understood and the data collection, processing and plotting are also                

simple. 

● Relevant enough so the output has a chance to be meaningful. 

● Open enough to provide room for exploration. 

● Narrow enough so it provides focus.  

● Intuitive so the analysis is comprehensible to everybody involved in BuildStream. 

 

The chosen question was: 

 

Are we growing?  

 

… “we” in this case is the BuildStream Project. 
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There is a general sense among contributors that the project has grown in many aspects during this                 

2018, specially in the last six months. It is interesting to evaluate if that general idea of growth is true or                     

not and to which extend. 

 

There are other motivations for doing this exercise and for choosing the above driver question: 

I. Is there an increasing number of people participating in the project? Past present and future               

processes might be affected by the answer to this question. 

II. Is the code base growing? If yes, can be the growth characterised? 

III. We have no data from our user base so we cannot determine directly if it is growing. We might                   

get interesting information though about the interactions between the project and our user base              

that can lead us to find out if the user base is growing and how. Can we identify effects? 

IV. The project is putting effort in a release process. Does it have any influence in our potential                 

growth? 

V. Can we identify taken actions that had an effect in the project growth? Which effect? 

VI. Which metrics has shown clear potential to characterise growth? What additional metrics and             

actions can be identified to potentially improve the analysis? 

VII. Are there elements or metrics that lead us to further interesting questions? 

 

In the conclusions section some answers will be provided to these seven questions. 
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Analysis 
Interesting data points to consider during this analysis: 

● BuildStream releases: 

○ BuildStream v1.0 release date: January 2018, week 1 

○ BuildStream 1.2 release date: September 2018, week 36 

● Relevant events to BuildStream so far: 

○ GUADEC 2017: July-August 2017, week 30-31 

○ BuildStream Gathering 2018.01: January 2018, week 4 

○ GUADEC 2018: July, week 27-28 

○ BazelCon 2018: October, week 41 

○ BuildStream Gathering 2018.10: October, week 42 

● Other relevant dates 

○ Introduction of changes in the code review process in buildstream repository, providing            

merge rights to several people: July, week 29 

Issues 

When analysing the issues, we need to consider: 

● A new policy that extended the usage of the ticketing system, adding new metadata, was               

introduced in June 2018.  

● That general awareness about structuring tickets by adding metadata on them is not consistent              

among the reporters, contributors or even issue authors across BuildStream. Despite improving,            

there is still room for generalising their usage even further. 

● The data set that has served as a base for this analysis comes from the following repositories:                 

buildstream, bst-external, buildstream-docker-images, website, alignment and communication 

A.- Monthly issues-graph and monthly accumulated-issues-graph 

Graphs (download): 

● buildStream report_ nov_2018-issues_graph.pdf 

● buildStream_report_ nov_2018-acc_issues_graph.pdf 

 

1. There was a significant drop in the number of created, closed and open issues around Christmas 

2017. 

1.1. Will we see such drop again this coming Christmas? 

1.2. Such drop is not perceived in summer. How this reality affects our current release 

schedule? 

2. There is an activity peak around the BuildStream v1.2 release (July 2018). 
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2.1. Is this behaviour expected in a stable release? 

3. Four clearly different behaviours can be identify when focusing on the closed issues:  

3.1. First half of 2017: little activity 

3.2. Second half of 2017: fairly constant monthly closed issues rate.  

3.3. First half of 2018: an increase of the values but similar behaviour to the one experienced 

the previous semester. 

3.4. A more variable monthly rate of closed bugs during the second half of 2018 

3.5. How can these four stages be explained? Do they depend on the number of issue 

authors?  

4. The created issues and closed issues serie show significantly different behaviour in four months. 

What happened in these months?: 

4.1. July 2017, where the number of tickets closed was bigger than those created. 

4.2. September and December 2017 where both numbers were the same. 

4.3. July 2018 where the difference between issues created and closed increased significantly. 

5. The monthly-accumulated-issues-graph shows a well defined behaviours in all three serie: 

1.1. It is perceived an increase of the overall monthly issues created and closed. 

1.1.1. What does this mean in terms of management effort? 

1.2. The overall number of open issues is increasing at a rate of 30 issues per month approx. 

during the last few months: 

1.2.1. Is this due to a stabilization of the number of authors? 

1.2.2. Is this a sign of a global stabilization or do we expect a change with the coming 

release? 

B.- monthly issues-bugs-graph and monthly issues-accumulated-bugs-graph 

Graphs (download): 

● buildStream_report_ nov_2018-bugs_graph.pdf 

● buildStream_report_ nov_2018-acc_bugs_graph.pdf 

 

1. The monthly created bugs curve shows two significant increases: in January 2017 and             

July-August 2018, which matches the BuildStream releases. 

1.1. During v1.0 post release time, the number of created bugs did not decrease though, as it                

did happen in the subsequent months after the v1.2 release.  

1.2. The number of bugs closed were higher than those opened during the v1.2 release              

month. 

1.3. Like in the case of the monthly issue graph (analized previously), it is noticeable the drop                

in bugs created and closed during Christmas 2017 (last few days of December). 

2. There has been several months in which the number of bugs closed has been higher than those                 

created.  
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2.1. The most significant case took place during August 2018, the BuildStream v1.2 release             

month. 

3. It seems that the releases has a higher effect in the number of bugs closed than the addition of                   

new contributors. 

4. The number of accumulated bugs created follows a well defined behaviour, increasing at a fairly               

constant rate. The behaviour of the accumulated number of closed bugs is not so predictable               

although increasing. 

4.1. The overall result is that the number of accumulated bugs that remain open does not grow                

at the same rate that the number of overall accumulated open issues (analysed in the               

previous section).  

C.- Monthly unique-authors-issues-graph and monthly 
accumulated-unique-authors-issues-graph 
Graphs:  

● buildStream_report_ nov_2018-authors_graph.pdf 

● buildStream_report_ nov_2018-acc_authors_graph.pdf 

 

1. There are three well defined intervals when it comes to unique issues authors per month: 

1.1. Period up to April 2017 where the ticketing system was irrelevant. 

1.2. From April to December 2017 where the usage of the ticketing system increased having a               

fairly constant number of authors (4 to 8). 

1.3. The BuildStream v1.1 cycle (from v1.0 release to v1.2 release) where there is an increase               

of both, the monthly issues created and the monthly number of authors (14 to 21). 

1.4. The current v1.3 cycle where there is an additional increase in the number of monthly               

issues created and the number of monthly authors (around 25). 

2. The number of accumulated monthly unique issue authors show a well defined behaviour,             

increasing its number with a constant but small positive acceleration (linear and positive rate). 

3. Checking the equations that explain the behaviours of both metrics, it is clearly perceived that the                

growth rate and acceleration of the accumulated created issues are higher than the same              

variables for the unique authors.  

3.1. Does this reflect an increase in the usage of the ticketing system by the BuildSTream               

developers? 

Git repository  

As described in more detail later, the data set that served as a based for this study comes from the                    

buildstream repository only.  
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D.- monthly buildstream-repo-commits-authors and monthly 
buildstream-repo-accumulated-commits-authors 
Graphs: 

● buildStream report_ nov_2018-git_commits_authors_graphs.pdf 

● buildStream report_ nov_2018-git_acc_commits_authors_graphs.pdf 

 

1. Although is not clear yet, there seem to be a trend in the graph that will need to be confirmed in                     

2019. The length of the trend (from peak to peak) though seems to be increasing.  

1.1. Will this trend be confirmed in the near future? 

1.2. If confirmed, what does this trend mean? Is there any relation with the BuildSTream              

project key events enumerated above (releases, gatherings, events)? 

1.3. Are these peaks related to specific features introduced in BuildStream? 

1.3.1. This might justify the drop the following month if developers were focused in             

stabilization. 

2. The number of unique commit authors is increasing over time with some drops in certain months?  

2.1. The drop in the number of commit authors is relevant in September 2018 compared with               

the month before. What happened? 

3. The growth in monthly accumulated number of commits is slowing down (negative acceleration)             

while the number of authors is (positively) accelerating. 

3.1. Are the average, mean and standard deviation of the number of commits per author              

decreasing? If it is, what does it mean? 

E.- monthly lines-of-comments-code-tests and monthly 

accumulated-lines-of-comments-code-tests 

Graphs: 

● buildStream report_ nov_2018-git_loc_graphs.pdf 

● buildStream report_ nov_2018-git_acc_loc_graphs.pdf 

 

1. In general, lines of comments and loc (lines of code) show the same behaviour, when one grows                 

the other one grows too and vice versa. There are three months though when that is not the case                   

(July 2017, April 2018 and July 2018) 

1.1. What did it happen in July 2017 and April 2018 that modified this behaviour?  

2. There are several months in which the difference between the number of lines of tests (lot) and                 

the lines of code (loc) is noticeable: November 2016 (more lot), January, June and July 2017                

(more loc), February, July and August 2018 (more lot). 

2.1. Is there any relation between these variations and key features being merged? 
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3. There are four noticeable peaks in the lines of tests. The last two takes place the month after v1.0                   

and v.1.2 releases.  

3.1. Is this an organic behaviour or is there a specific and conscious decision behind it? 

4. Related to the previous point, the behaviour shown by the lines of tests (lot) is similar in both                  

releases, although the amounts are bigger in the second one. 

4.1. What does this say about how developers approach releases? 

4.2. Is this amount increase after the release of v1.2 exclusively related with the amount of               

developers involved or are there additional elements to consider? 

5. Three out of the six biggest values in the monthly amount of lines of comments were obtained                 

during the first three months of the BuildStream project lifetime. 

5.1. Does this mean that commenting the code is losing relevance? Why?  

6. There are two months with negative values in one of the serie while big positive values in others                  

two: March 2017 (negative lot) and October 2018 (negative loc). 

6.1. Was this due to refactoring, the introduction or deprecation of a new feature? 

7. What is happening during the last two months that justifies such a drop in all three serie, lines of                   

comments, code and tests? 

7.1. Is this a sign of developers focusing in other activities, are they refactoring or is it a sign of                   

increasing values in the Code Throughput Indicator, which might be a sign of: 

7.1.1. Feature branches living longer. 

7.1.2. Developers working in increasing batches so longer code review effort required           

(so time). 

8. The overall number of lines of tests and lines of code are similar nowadays compared with a year                  

ago (October), where the number of loc was higher than the number of lot. 

8.1. Has the growth in lines of tests been a matter of a conscious decision or an organic                 

realization? 

8.2. Does this growth require specific test management measure? 

8.3. Did it happen something in the BuildStream v1.0 release that triggered the increase in the               

focus on unit tests by BuildStream developers?  

9. During the first few months of the project, the number of lines of code and lines of comments                  

were similar. During the Q2 and Q3 of 2017 the difference between those two variables increased                

and it has remained fairly constant ever since. 

9.1. Why does the lines of comment show a different behaviour than the lines of tests? What                

happened in order for that difference to grow in mid 2017? 

9.2. Why does it remain constant? 
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F.- Monthly tech-docu-lines-graph and monthly 

accumulated-tech-docu-lines-graph 

Graphs: 

● buildStream report_ nov_2018-git_doc_graphs.pdf 

● buildStream report_ nov_2018-git_acc_doc_graphs.pdf 

 

1. The tech-docu-lines graph shows that the technical documentation played an important role in the              

beginning of the project but developers did not put significant effort on it until May 2018 

1.1. Why was there a gap? 

1.2. Why such a change in May 2018? Was it an answer to a specific event in the project?                  

Could it be due to an increase of pressure from users or from the growing number of                 

developers themselves? 

1.2.1. If it is triggered by an event, which one was it? 

1.2.2. If it was triggered by users, can we expect a similar pressure in the future? Will the                 

project react in the same way? 

1.2.3. If the increase in the attention put in the technical documentation was triggered by              

an increase of pressure coming from developers, why the increase experienced           

the last couple of month have not triggered an analogous reaction? Is the pressure              

coming from developers currently increasing? 

2. Is the lack of a good enough function that might explain the monthly-accumulated-tech-doc serie              

in the graph a sign of: 

2.1. The technical documentation has a low impact among users, so developers do not             

consider it relevant enough. 

2.2. The technical documentation is complete so only the introduction of outstanding features            

will make the effort worth it. 

2.3. The effort to create documentation is done somewhere else so the graph does not have               

any relation with the effort put on it. 

2.4. There is no process that associates the introduction of new features with the creation of               

technical documentation which would show a more continuous effort put in the technical             

documentation.. 

2.5. Other? 

3. Why during the first effort, the number of lines of comments was higher than the number of lines                  

of documentation and the behaviour was reverted later on? 
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G.- Monthly git-files-code-docu-tests-graph and monthly     

accumulated-git-files-code-docu-tests-graph  

Graphs: 
● buildStream report_ nov_2018-git_files_graphs.pdf 

● buildStream report_ nov_2018-git_acc_files_graphs.pdf 

 
 

1. The git-files-code-docu-test graph indicates a different behaviour when it comes to files of code              

and files of tests. 

1.1. Is this difference intentional? What is the criteria for each one of them? 

2. Focusing on the behaviour shown by the tests files on the git-files-code-docu-test graph, where              

the number of tests files created during the first 3 month of the project are similar to those created                   

during the most recent quarter, and considering the significant increase of lines of tests (lot)               

experienced in the last three months of the project: 

2.1. Has it been a policy change in how to structure tests? 

3. The monthly number of files show four prominent peaks: November 2016, September 2017 and              

February/August 2018. 

3.1. Those in 2018 take coincide with the month after each of the releases. What is relation                

with them? 

3.2. What triggered the other two? The first is so early in the development process that might                

be associated to a specific desire or need but, what about the second one? 

4. Is there any correlation between the growth in the number of files of code, technical               

documentation or tests and the number of lines of code, documentation or tests? 

5. The lack of a function that can explain and predict the behaviour of the monthly accumulated files                 

of tests, together with the value of the coefficient of determination ( ) that reflect the           .99R2 = 0     

equation used to model the monthly accumulated lines of tests behaviour is a sign of low                

predictability. 

5.1. Is this a sign of high entropy? If it is, is it increasing? 

5.2. Is that low predictability something to worry about? Has it any meaning at all?  

6. Is there any correlation between the growth in accumulated lines of code and the accumulated               

files of code? 

6.1. The correlation indicates that we are increasing the size of the files. 

6.1.1. Is this the intention? 

6.1.2. Is there any relation between the level of modularity of the architecture and the              

described trend? Is it a matter of policy or style? 

6.2. Is there any event, policy or process that can help to explain this correlation? 
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Download all the graphs. 

Tables 

Analysis based on tables with no graph associated: 

01. Issues - repository table: buildStream report_ nov_2018-issues_per_repo_tables.pdf 

a. Out of the 882 issues created, 746 correspond to the the buildstream repository (84.6%)              

and 136 from the other repos (15.4%). Is this ratio increasing? 

b. What do we expect to be the effect of restructuring the plugins? 

02. Issues.- Milestones table: buildStream report_ nov_2018-issues_per milestone_tables.pdf 

a. There are 125 unprocessed issues or processed but with no milestone assigned. 

i. 15 are assigned so most likely those are tickets that lack a milestone. 

ii. 24 of those unprocessed tickets has already been labeled as bugs, so they need              

to be evaluated to confirm such nature. This amount represents ⅓ of the total              

amount of open bugs. 

iii. The distribution of these unprocessed issues is irregular across repositories. 

b. During the v1.2 cycle, 134 issues, 60 of them bugs, were resolved. 98 open issues were                

moved to the 1.4 milestone. 

c. Out of the 217 open issues assigned to the current milestone, 64 of them are bugs. In                 

general, 81 issues has been assigned which generally means that they have been             

processed (evaluated) and there has been a discussion about who should solve it or they               

have been picked up by somebody.  

d. There is no record on the number of issues that corresponded to v1.0 and were moved to                 

milestone v1.2 since the milestones were defined once v1.0 was already released. 

The relevant data from the rest of the tables has been analyzed through the graphs. Download all tables. 

Other analysis 

There are other interesting points that should be mentioned: 

● The monthly created issues and created bugs have similar behaviours across the project lifetime              

except in April-May 2018. 

○ What happened during that period to see such behaviour? 

● Gitlab allow us to detect issues that were created long time ago and there has been no activity on                   

them for some time.: 

○ 35 issues, seven of them bugs, has not been updated in the last three months. 

○ Three of them, (2 bugs) in over six months. 

○ The reason why there are so few is that those issues assigned to milestone v1.2 were                

moved to milestone v1.4. SO the above issues are most likely old. They need to be                

processed in order to close it or assign them the right metadata.  
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● The analysis of monthly amount of issue authors and commit authors provide similar numbers. In               

addition, the number of issue authors in October 2017 is more than three times bigger than a                 

year earlier. A similar growth rate is applicable to the number of commit authors.  

● Taking a look at who is involved in the project, a significant part of the contributors are                 

professionals assigned to work on the project, in comparison with volunteers. 

○ It might be worth analysing further the personas contributing to the project, specially             

reporters, which might tell us something about our users.  
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Conclusions 
In the goal section, several questions were asked. The following conclusions will refer to those               

questions. 

I. There is an increasing number of people participating in the project. The nature of that growth                

indicates the following: 

A. The accumulated-unique-authors-issues show a behaviour that invites to think that a           

controlled number of contributors are using the ticketing system (creating issues at least)             

intensively in opposition with having an increasing number of contributors interacting with            

the ticketing system in a more extensive way. 

1. Which metrics can help in answering/confirming this idea? 

2. These questions might help to characterise the growth in issue creators: 

a) Bug reporters vs enhancement/requests/requirements reporters. 

b) Users (reporters/testers) vs developers (read below) 

B. The growth of unique authors is not linear which would be a sign of organic growth. 

II. The code base is growing. The number of tests and comments are growing too.  

A. The data reflects a significant increase of effort in increasing test coverage (init tests). 

1. The data invites to think that something triggered a change in January 2018 that              

has its reflection in February 2018. Was it the BuildSTream v1.0 release? 

2. Is the required management effort of tests increasing? Is it a problem today? 

B. There is no detected correlation between the lines of code and the lines of technical               

documentation included in merged commits. 

C. The technical documentation graph does not respond to any model described by a simple              

enough function. 

1. This might be a sign of lack a well defined, known and followed processes to link                

both, development and technical documentation creation. 

III. There are no trends or data that can tell us significant information about the growth of our user                  

base. 

A. The number of bugs create is growing so the bugs close in a rate that the remaining open                  

bugs growth rate is small. This can be a sign of: 

1. The overall effort in bug fixing is outstanding. 

2. Most bugs are identified during the development/delivery  process, which is robust. 

3. Bugs from users that land BuildStream are already processed. 

4. There is a flaw in the process between issues opened and being identified as a               

bug. 

5. There might be other reasons worth investigating.  
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B. The conclusions described in (I), together with the fact that the number of issues and               

commits authors are very similar invite to think that the number of reporters is small               

compared to the number of developers (are also reporters) which might be a sign of: 

1. BuildStream has a very limited number in users. 

a) Users report through contributors instead of directly so any indirect          

evaluation have to be done across these contributors. 

2. Both of the above are true.  

3. BuildStream is disconnected from its user base. 

IV. When it comes to analyzing issues in general and bugs in particular, the effect of the releases is                  

clearly perceived. 

A. BuildStream releases push the creation of issues and bugs. 

1. Is this becauses the tracked batches of work are smaller, because the amount of              

effort increases or because there is a change in behaviour when it comes to              

tracking efforts as deadlines approaches. 

B. BuildStream releases increase the rate of issues and bugs resolution. 

1. Is this because contributors pay more attention to already open bugs, because the             

overall testing effort increases or is it a change in the behaviour when it comes to                

closing bugs? 

C. The month after the release, the increase in the number of lines of tests is significative. 

1. The seem to be a link with the increase of bugs closed that might indicate a direct                 

connection. It will require confirmation in the coming release. 

V. There are several actions or elements that has been identified as having an effect in the project                 

growth: 

A. Christmas vacations have a clear effect in the project. The activity drops. This might be a                

sign of the nature of the contributors: professionals appointed by organizations to            

contribute vs. volunteers. 

B. Releases has been mentioned already. 

C. Answer required: What happened in September with the number of committers? 

D. Answer required: What happened in Jan’17, Jul’17 and Apr’18 that commits grew so             

much? 

E. Answer required: What trigger the increase of lines of tests in Feb 2018, the release? 

F. Answer required: What trigger the increase of lines of docu in May 2018? 

VI. It seems that the question asked lead us to some meaningful metrics that provide us information                

we can use to answer the question. Those metrics are:: 

A. Issues 

1. Monthly number of Issues created, closed and opened. 

2. Monthly number of bugs created, closed and opened. 

3. Unique issues authors. 
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4. Accumulated data of the above metrics. 

5. Issues per milestone. 

B. Git commits 

1. Number of commits, lines of code, comments and tests. 

2. Unique authors of commits 

3. Accumulated data of the above metrics. 

4. Metrics related with files has led to interesting analysis but not to meaningful             

conclusions compared to the above ones. This does not mean they are useless,             

just that correlation with further metrics are probably required.  

C. There are some additional metrics that might be useful to dig into the driver question: 

1. Out of the issues, a subset comes from requests or requirements. It would be              

interesting to analyze these. 

2. Extend the study to participants (not just authors) in both, commits and issues,             

would provide additional information to answer the driver question. 

3. Extend the study related with commits to other repositories. 

4. Analyze the activity in the buildstream community mailing list and the IRC channel             

following a similar approach that the one followed to analyse the git repository and              

issues trackers. 

D. It is interesting to dig in the effect that adding more full time paid developers has in the                  

project growth vs getting contributions from testers and users. 

VII. Based on this experience, once consolidated the study of the project growth, the following studies               

could be performed: 

A. Software production process metrics that can tell us information about how the software is              

produced and if the overall process is providing high levels of stability and throughput at               

once. This study would allow us to move faster towards Continuous Delivery/deployment.            

The initial metrics to evaluate could be: 

1. Code (Master) Throughput Indicator. 

2. Integration stability indicator. 

3. Integration Throughput Indicator  

B. Static code analysis that can provide us information about the architecture, code style and              

others. This study can provide us information towards improving code readability and            

quality, among other characteristics. 

C. Characterization of BuildStream contributors and users to better understand who is           

contributing to BuildStream, who is using it and who is is serving as interface between               

users and contributors. This analysis can lead us to implement betters policies and take              

actions to increase the number of contributors and users as well as reducing the gap               

between those two groups. 
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Recommendations 
After the study has been conducted, published and discussed with the BuildStream community, the 

following recommendation might be taken in consideration in order to consolidate the current study and 

create telemetry to measure, process the data obtained and plot it, create dashboards and define 

thresholds for alerts based on predefined scenarios. 

1. More effort in cleaning the data set is required to improve this exploratory study, specially in 

detecting meaningless commits and unique commit authors. 

2. The fact that ⅓ of the bugs remain unprocessed or have incomplete metadata reflects that more                

effort is required to evaluate those bugs and, in general, unprocessed issues. 

3. The milestone table has helped to detect issues with missing metadata which prevent them from               

showing up properly in some of the boards used to visualise the WIP, priorities and backlog. 

4. The study highlight some potential behaviours that might require specific attention:  

a. Management of tests. 

b. Process that relates software development and  technical documentation. 

5. To move further this study and include ratios, it will be needed to pay attention to errors and error                   

propagation. 

6. Data rarely provide a complete and fair picture of the impact of each individual or team involved                 

in the project. Data should be used as the starting point of a conversation with them.  

7. Edmund Sutcliffe proposed some questions to answered based on propositions from the book             

Your Source Code As A Crime Scene (check the references): 

a. Is the code brittle ? 

i. Are there frequent re-works of sections of code associated with issues raised with             

BuildStream? And with new features? 

ii. Which sections of the code are older? Who wrote them? Why? 

 

This has been a one shoot effort. The intention is not be accurate but to highlight the relevance of                   

telemetry in a project like BuildStream. Once defined the right questions, the author recommendation is               

to automate the collection, filtering, processing, plotting of the data, group those graphs in meaningful               

dashboards to provide context, define scenarios based on indicators, define thresholds, alert and how to               

radiate them. 

 

I suggest to do the exploratory effort (to find those indicators and questions), scenarios and threshold                

definition ourselves but externalise the rest of the work. 
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Study Howto 

Data sets 
I identified four sources of data sets that could be used in this exploration: 

● IRC channel 

● Mailing list 

● Git repositories 

● Ticketing system 

 

Based on previous experiences, I decided that the git repository and the ticketing systems were the first                 

ones to be used. I have not made any attempt to analyze the other two. 

 

The study goes from the first references of data to the end of October 2018, the information was                  

processed completely (Nov. 13th for the issues and November 15th for the git repositories).  

 

The data and scripts can be found in the communication repository. 

Ticketing system 

The data set from the ticketing system used for the exploration is the one that can be exported in .cvs                    

format and from the gitlab.com UI directly. There is an option for each repository. The variables provided                 

are limited but enough for our purposes. 

 

I extracted the data from six repositories: 

● Buildstream 

● Bst-external 

● Website 

● Communication 

● Alignment 

● buildstream-docker-images 

 

The variables provided by Gitlab.com are: issue URL, title, state (open/close), Description, author,             

Author Username, Assignee, Assignee Username, Confidential, Locked, Due Date, Created At (UTC),            

Updated At (UTC), Closed At (UTC), Milestone, Weight, Labels, Time Estimate, Time Spent. 

 

Many of these variables are not being used at BuildStream and several others has been ignored during                 

this exploratory phase. 
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Tickets authors are based in user ID so there is no chance of having more than a user as author. The                     

possibility of having two user ID assigned to the same person is very low. Based on this, the number of                    

reflected unique ticket creator (68) is take as accurate. 

Git repository 

The data collected from git correspond to three repositories: 

● Buildstream (master) 

● bst-external 

● website 

 

The data gathering was done by Valentin David through a script that had as output a .cvs file per                   

repository.  

 

The variables provided were: commit ID, date(Unix), authors (mail), source-files acc, source-blank acc,             

source-comment acc, source-code acc, doc-files acc, doc-blank acc, doc-comment acc, doc-code acc,            

test-files acc, test-blank acc, test-comment acc, test-code acc. The variables corresponding to            

documentation and tests were not present in the website repository. 

 

In order to make a more exhaustive study, it will be require to add more effort in “cleaning the data set”.                     

There are some obvious cases that can be improved: 

● When it comes to unique committers in the buildstream repository, we are counting unique mail               

accounts. 

○ There are a very small subset of people that have contributed with two different mail               

addressed. 

○ There is a commit with no author, which has been counted. 

○ There are 14 commits with more than one author, which has also been counted as unique                

authors.  

○ So although the number of unique committers reflected in the study is 78, the real number                

is around 67, after a manual check (approx). 

● There is a case to investigate where a user with a Gitlab owner role has 6 commits but no                   

changes being made. Another interesting case to investigate is the commit with no author              

registered. None of these cases are significant over +2700 commits for our purposes. 

Data processing 
The .cvs files were imported into GSheets, which is simple but enough for our purposes. Anonymity is a                  

goal since it might be that some of the authors might have private profiles or some of the information is                    

only available to Gitlab.com BuildStream Group Members.  
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The issues from every repository were combined to do the study including them all. Tickets from other                 

repos represented a significant number compared to the issues from the buildstream repository. That              

was not the case for the commits so the study was limited to the buildstream repository in this phase. 

 

Time intervals of a month were selected and the data from November was not considered on the graphs                  

since the data set was incomplete. Unix dates were converted to UTC based times.  

 

Accumulated data from commits was transformed into per month data. 

 

Some additional processing of data was done to define trends over time in some simple ratios related                 

with the data set extracted from git. Since no error analysis was done complementing that effort, only                 

analysis of trends (not overall values) was relevant. Looking at some of the early graphs, it seems that                  

correlating these measurements with any idea of growth would require additional effort so these metrics               

were dropped. This was taken as a positive consequence of the focus that having a driver question have.  

Graphs 
The graphs were also done with GSheets having the provided tables as sources. In further studies, it is                  

recommended to use an application that would allow to add events to the axis, among other desired                 

additional features.  

 

A subset of the variables processed has been included in the graphs. Additional and more complex                

graphs could have been done with the processed data. This should be done in a consolidating effort,                 

including automation.  

 

Equations has been defined to explain the behaviours of some of the serie plotted, specially in graphs                 

related with accumulated data, looking for a coefficient of determination ..99R2 > 0  

● Those cases in which the polynomial equation has degrees greater than 4 predictions should be               

considered risky in most cases but still interesting. 

● When no equation was selected since the function was considered not accurate .99R2 < 0             

enough. 

References 
Scripts used, generated graphs and tables, as well as the report itself, can be found in the subgroup                  

nosoftware (BuildSteam Group), in the communication repository: 

● Scripts used to extract the data from git repositories: statistics-tools folder 

● Graphs, which can be found in the graphs_report_nov_2018 folder : 
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○ Issues (6) 

■ A.- Created, closed and open issues: 

● buildStream report_ nov_2018-issues_graph.pdf 

● buildStream_report_ nov_2018-acc_issues_graph.pdf 

■ B.- Created, closed and open bugs: 

● buildStream_report_ nov_2018-bugs_graph.pdf 

● buildStream_report_ nov_2018-acc_bugs_graph.pdf 

■ C.- Issue unique authors: 

● buildStream_report_ nov_2018-authors_graph.pdf 

● buildStream_report_ nov_2018-acc_authors_graph.pdf 

○ buildstream git repository (8) 

■ D.- Commit unique authors: 

● buildStream report_ nov_2018-git_commits_authors_graphs.pdf 

● buildStream report_ nov_2018-git_acc_commits_authors_graphs.pdf 

■ E.- Commit lines of code, comments and tests: 

● buildStream report_ nov_2018-git_loc_graphs.pdf 

● buildStream report_ nov_2018-git_acc_loc_graphs.pdf 

■ F.- Commits lines of technical documentation and comments 

● buildStream report_ nov_2018-git_doc_graphs.pdf 

● buildStream report_ nov_2018-git_acc_doc_graphs.pdf 

■ G.- Commits code, tech docu and tests files 

● buildStream report_ nov_2018-git_files_graphs.pdf 

● buildStream report_ nov_2018-git_acc_files_graphs.pdf 

○ All graphs: graphs_buildstream_report_nov_2018.pdf 

● Tables:  

○ buildstream git repository (1) 

■ buildStream report_ nov_2018-git_commits_tables.pdf 

○ Issues (4) 

■ buildStream report_ nov_2018-issues_bugs_tables.pdf 

■ buildStream report_ nov_2018-issues_per milestone_tables.pdf 

■ buildStream report_ nov_2018-issues_per_repo_tables.pdf 

■ buildStream_report_nov_2018-isses_authors_table.pdf 

○ All tables: tables_buildstream_report_nov_2018.pdf 

● Report:check the November 2018 report in different formats. 

Other references: 

● Your Code As A Crime Scene, bt Adam Tornhill 

○ Associated Open Source code forensic tools. 
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Date Commits Commits acc Files Files acc Source-blanks Source-Blanks acc Comments Comments acc. source-LOC source-LOC acc doc-files doc-files acc doc-blank doc-blank acc doc-comment doc-comment acc doc-loc doc-loc acc test-files test-files 
acc test-blank test-blank acc test-comments test-comments acc test-loc test-loc acc source-LOC/commit comments loc/commit test files/commit test-loc/commit test-loc/source-loc Comments-loc/source-loc Commiters/authors Acc. commiters/authors

01/11/2016 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0
01/12/2016 86 86 16 16 318 318 800 800 766 766 2 2 80 80 237 237 69 69 70 70 448 448 152 152 1422 1422 8.91 9.30 0.81 16.53 1.86 1.04 1 1
01/01/2017 127 213 23 39 567 885 1239 2039 919 1685 0 2 2 82 16 253 12 81 6 76 233 681 138 290 286 1708 7.24 9.76 0.05 2.25 0.31 1.35 4 4
01/02/2017 205 418 8 47 675 1560 1278 3317 1692 3377 1 3 5 87 13 266 15 96 15 91 145 826 69 359 340 2048 8.25 6.23 0.07 1.66 0.20 0.76 3 4
01/03/2017 103 521 4 51 153 1713 267 3584 414 3791 0 3 0 87 0 266 0 96 0 91 10 836 7 366 22 2070 4.02 2.59 0.00 0.21 0.05 0.64 5 7
01/04/2017 104 625 6 57 257 1970 551 4135 811 4602 0 3 0 87 0 266 0 96 -2 89 -104 732 -84 282 -174 1896 7.80 5.30 -0.02 -1.67 -0.21 0.68 1 7
01/05/2017 49 674 4 61 117 2087 222 4357 320 4922 0 3 0 87 0 266 0 96 4 93 33 765 21 303 107 2003 6.53 4.53 0.08 2.18 0.33 0.69 3 9
01/06/2017 97 771 7 68 174 2261 423 4780 420 5342 0 3 0 87 0 266 3 99 7 100 39 804 18 321 190 2193 4.33 4.36 0.07 1.96 0.45 1.01 3 10
01/07/2017 125 896 10 78 379 2640 907 5687 1081 6423 0 3 0 87 0 266 0 99 8 108 12 816 5 326 62 2255 8.65 7.26 0.06 0.50 0.06 0.84 5 11
01/08/2017 212 1108 4 82 514 3154 780 6467 1494 7917 0 3 0 87 0 266 0 99 4 112 48 864 24 350 136 2391 7.05 3.68 0.02 0.64 0.09 0.52 7 12
01/09/2017 47 1155 3 85 152 3306 261 6728 436 8353 0 3 0 87 0 266 0 99 11 123 70 934 6 356 147 2538 9.28 5.55 0.23 3.13 0.34 0.60 7 16
01/10/2017 134 1289 11 96 492 3798 725 7453 1347 9700 1 4 0 87 5 271 14 113 64 187 384 1318 352 708 1528 4066 10.05 5.41 0.48 11.40 1.13 0.54 7 19
01/11/2017 140 1429 2 98 -27 3771 41 7494 -126 9574 0 4 0 87 0 271 0 113 22 209 25 1343 110 818 633 4699 -0.90 0.29 0.16 4.52 -5.02 -0.33 7 20
01/12/2017 128 1557 3 101 68 3839 216 7710 128 9702 0 4 0 87 0 271 0 113 15 224 -87 1256 -29 789 -41 4658 1.00 1.69 0.12 -0.32 -0.32 1.69 11 24
01/01/2018 69 1626 0 101 6 3845 28 7738 100 9802 0 4 0 87 0 271 0 113 13 237 97 1353 53 842 476 5134 1.45 0.41 0.19 6.90 4.76 0.28 12 25
01/02/2018 102 1728 1 102 84 3929 243 7981 289 10091 -1 3 -4 83 -4 267 -11 102 12 249 112 1465 102 944 306 5440 2.83 2.38 0.12 3.00 1.06 0.84 8 25
01/03/2018 127 1855 2 104 207 4136 382 8363 427 10518 0 3 0 83 0 267 0 102 53 302 496 1961 237 1181 1609 7049 3.36 3.01 0.42 12.67 3.77 0.89 13 28
01/04/2018 160 2015 6 110 264 4400 588 8951 661 11179 0 3 0 83 -1 266 -2 100 38 340 265 2226 189 1370 1070 8119 4.13 3.68 0.24 6.69 1.62 0.89 13 32
01/05/2018 263 2278 5 115 281 4681 1252 10203 644 11823 0 3 0 83 0 266 0 100 5 345 152 2378 154 1524 718 8837 2.45 4.76 0.02 2.73 1.11 1.94 14 34
01/06/2018 68 2346 2 117 73 4754 307 10510 231 12054 13 16 304 387 461 727 2322 2422 2 347 86 2464 21 1545 344 9181 3.40 4.51 0.03 5.06 1.49 1.33 11 38
01/07/2018 97 2443 2 119 69 4823 273 10783 114 12168 33 49 216 603 206 933 1159 3581 12 359 270 2734 100 1645 680 9861 1.18 2.81 0.12 7.01 5.96 2.39 16 43
01/08/2018 103 2546 6 125 128 4951 267 11050 420 12588 6 55 23 626 11 944 181 3762 16 375 268 3002 136 1781 1048 10909 4.08 2.59 0.16 10.17 2.50 0.64 25 53
01/09/2018 103 2649 8 133 413 5364 862 11912 1232 13820 9 64 46 672 118 1062 207 3969 58 433 538 3540 347 2128 2007 12916 11.96 8.37 0.56 19.49 1.63 0.70 34 65
01/10/2018 47 2696 3 136 226 5590 444 12356 557 14377 0 64 0 672 0 1062 0 3969 13 446 272 3812 216 2344 804 13720 11.85 9.45 0.28 17.11 1.44 0.80 20 70
01/11/2018 61 2757 1 137 107 5697 266 12622 318 14695 0 64 0 672 0 1062 0 3969 7 453 86 3898 23 2367 350 14070 5.21 4.36 0.11 5.74 1.10 0.84 23 76
15/11/2018 25 2782 0 137 48 5745 213 12835 203 14898 0 64 0 672 0 1062 0 3969 14 467 163 4061 114 2481 601 14671 8.12 8.52 0.56 24.04 2.96 1.05 12 78
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Issues Bugs

Issues (monthly) Issues (accumulated) Bugs (monthly) Bugs (accumulated)

New issues Issues closed Open issues Acc Issues created Acc issues closed Total open issues Bugs Closed Bugs Open Bugs Acc Bugs created Acc bugs closed Acc open bugs

December 2016 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

January 2017 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

February 4 0 4 5 0 5 1 0 1 1 0 1

March 1 0 1 6 0 6 0 0 0 1 0 1

April 13 4 9 19 4 15 2 0 2 3 0 3

May 16 8 8 35 12 23 7 2 5 10 2 8

June 2017 8 6 2 43 18 25 4 2 2 14 4 10

July 13 19 -6 56 37 19 5 8 -3 19 12 7

August 26 16 10 82 53 29 6 0 6 25 12 13

September 16 16 0 98 69 29 10 10 0 35 22 13

October 45 20 25 143 89 54 19 10 9 54 32 22

November 27 16 11 170 105 65 18 11 7 72 43 29

December 2017 9 8 1 179 113 66 1 2 -1 73 45 28

January 2018 49 18 31 228 131 97 21 8 13 94 53 41

February 55 36 19 283 167 116 19 10 9 113 63 50

March 57 31 26 340 198 142 23 10 13 136 73 63

April 51 41 10 391 239 152 13 16 -3 149 89 60

May 64 29 35 455 268 187 12 4 8 161 93 68

June 2018 43 31 12 498 299 199 9 9 0 170 102 68

July 101 55 46 599 354 245 29 14 15 199 116 83

August 114 80 34 713 434 279 44 50 -6 243 166 77

September 75 47 28 788 481 307 24 20 4 267 186 81

October 2018 72 38 34 860 519 341 17 11 6 284 197 87

November 13 22 26 -4 882 545 337 7 6 1 291 203 88

Total 882 545 337 291 203 88
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Issues Bugs
Milestones #issues Open issues Issues closed Open and assigned Total bugs Open bugs Closed bugs Open and no label
no milestone 481 125 356 15 153 24 129 54

v1.2 134 0 134 0 60 0 60 0

v1.4 249 207 42 81 78 64 14 3

v1.6 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 0

GUADEC 2018 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0

Gathering 2018 14 3 11 3 0 0 0 0

Total 882 337 545 101 291 88 203 57
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Repository # issues
buildstream 746
bst-external 22

buildstream-docker-images 19
nosoftware-alignment 43

nosoftware-communication 28
website 24

total issues 882
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Authors Acc Unique 
Authors Month

1 1 December 2016
0 1 January 2017
2 3 February
1 7 March
4 7 April
2 8 May
3 11 June 2017
6 17 July
9 19 August
7 19 September
8 22 October
8 23 November
6 31 December 2017

14 34 January 2018
13 37 February
14 39 March
18 42 April
21 47 May
27 53 June 2018
25 57 July
25 57 August
21 59 September
27 64 October 2018
14 64 November 13


